Coding your way out of a problem

Jeffrey M Perkel

Forays into information technology can make lab work easier to manage.

From the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s, Greg Wilson worked in high-performance scientific computing in Edinburgh, UK. His job was to help physicists migrate their homemade software onto massively parallel supercomputers. Along the way, he says, he realized he was doing more harm than good.

“The average scientist probably has one undergraduate course on programming and then no other training at all until they hit grad school and somebody says, ‘Here are 100,000 lines of Fortran. There’s a one-of-a-kind supercomputer. Good luck,’” says Wilson. That, he says, is the computational equivalent of “taking somebody who just barely knows how to back a family car out of a driveway and sticking them in a Formula-1 race car on the highway, in the dark, in the rain. The results are the same: most people crash.”

A wreck can put a serious dent in a scientific career. A mathematical error in a bit of borrowed code used to help solve crystal structures forced the Scripps Research Institute’s Geoffrey Chang to retract five papers from Science, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America and Journal of Molecular Biology. “I’ve been devastated,” Chang said in 2006 (ref. 1).

To prevent these kinds of accidents, Wilson developed an online programming course for scientists called Software Carpentry, which he ran first at US Los Alamos National Laboratory and later at the University of Toronto. In 2010 he left academia to devote himself to the project full time. Software Carpentry covers everything from basic programming to version control and testing. “As far as I am concerned, a program is a piece of experimental apparatus,” Wilson says, and it should be treated as such. Yet many scientists, especially in the life sciences, lack the skills to use, let alone create, these tools. That is a pity, because from anatomy to zoology, there is no shortage of problems that could be eased with a little computational know-how.

Fortunately, there are projects that can make scientists’ lives easier without confounding their results (Box 1). Here is a series of stories to inspire, starting with those that require the least expertise.

Electronic lab notebooks

In the easiest cases, no programming at all is necessary, just a suitable marriage of software and hardware, plus some convenient timing. When Jeremy Baumberg took on his current role as director of the NanoPhotonics Centre at the Cavendish Laboratory at the University of Cambridge, he used the opportunity to transition to a linked system of electronic laboratory notebooks.

Handwritten lab notebooks are usually chaotic and always unsearchable, facts that were a continuing source of frustration to Baumberg. “Your lab book is one of the most precious things you have as a scientist,” he says. “It’s your entire knowledge and memory; it’s your know-how.” Yet frequently, that know-how is lost when people leave a lab and the remaining scientists cannot read their notebooks. Electronic lab notebooks solve some problems, but the ones Baumberg investigated had overly structured templates that would not suit all of his students. So he started searching for a different approach.

Around 2007, Baumberg, then at the University of Southampton, began noticing tablet personal computers, laptop computers (such as the Hewlett-Packard TouchSmart tm2 notebook PC and Lenovo’s ThinkPad X Series) that let users write on the screen with a stylus like with a pen on a clipboard. Previously, these computers were slow, clunky and error-prone. But through what he calls “an iterative improvement,” their handwriting capture technology grew reliable. That, Baumberg says, was critical: “If you lose the ability to actually sketch or manipulate equations, you’re cutting yourself off from your scientific creativity in an enormously bad way,” he says.

Baumberg realized these tablets could form the backbone of a paperless lab. But he needed software to make it work. Enter Microsoft OneNote, a free-form notes...
application that is part of the Office for Windows package. Unlike structured software, OneNote allows users to handwrite, type or paste content anywhere on a page, enabling him to develop an ad hoc, virtual lab notebook.

Initial testing was promising, so Baumberg decided to reboot the lab’s documentation strategy when he moved his lab to Cambridge. “You can only do that when you’re setting something up from scratch, so we just decided, that’s it, no more paper.” Each lab member, some 100 researchers including collaborators and students, was issued a tablet PC (each costing about $1,200) running OneNote, whose pages are stored on a central server that all lab members could access over an internal network.

These pages can be searched, linked, reordered, archived, edited, tagged, annotated and bundled in virtual ‘notebooks’ representing different projects. During group meetings, previous weeks’ notes can quickly be recalled, tasks assigned and to-do lists compiled. The tablet “is an amazing enhancing tool compared to a regular notebook,” says Maximilian Bock, a third-year doctorate student who joined the lab just after the move to Cambridge. He plans to adopt the same strategy when he starts his own lab.

As lab director, Baumberg can view and comment on everything from his office, the local pub or an airport lounge on the other side of the world, whether on his tablet or with an Apple iPhone. So can all his researchers, a fact that enhances collaboration. The tablet also lets Baumberg make other connections, functioning as an ever-expanding, portable, personal encyclopedia. “I can actually search for when I last saw a talk about this particular area, and it will find in my handwritten notes a conference that I went to two years ago,” he says.

Other impromptu hardware-software combinations are possible. Though Apple’s iPad does not include a built-in stylus, many third-party options are available. Microsoft has released a version of OneNote for iOS, Apple’s mobile operating system. Other iPad options that accept handwriting input include Notes Plus (from Viet Tran) and Note Taker HD (Software Garden Inc.).

Cookbook algorithms

Another example involves slightly more sophistication: automating the process of microscopy data analysis. Simon Watkins, a professor and vice chair of cell biology and director of the Center for Biologic Imaging at the University of Pittsburgh, says his microscopes can churn out terabytes of data per day. Just a few years ago such a torrent of data would have been unmanageable. Today, microscopists no longer need to be expert programmers to handle and process these data. “In nearly every situation, with the high-end image processing packages, all you have to do is tie the tools together,” Watkins says.

Software such as Molecular Dynamics’ Metamorph, Nikon’s Elements and the
Anyone can do this kind of work, Watkins says. It is like cooking: “You have to know what the ingredients of the recipe are to get good food out at the end. And the same goes with image processing: you have to know how they’re going to implement your algorithm such that you get high-quality reproducible data at the back end.”

Easy interfaces

With the exception of some childhood tinkering, Cameron Neylon, an experimental biophysicist at the UK-based Science and Technology Facilities Council, was never much into programming. When he began working with collaborators who were developing electronic lab notebooks, he initially decided not to do any coding at all, reasoning that all tools should be usable by non-coders, like himself.

But when he realized the programmers lacked resources to implement certain features he believed were important, Neylon changed his mind and dove in. Using freely available open-source code, online resources and a bit of help from Software Carpentry’s Wilson, Neylon taught himself the scripting language Python. It took about a month, Neylon says.

His first project was a ‘robot’ for Google’s Wave collaboration tool. The robot could take a bit of text containing chemical information, parse the text, identify standard compound numbers, conduct a web search to determine the corresponding compound names, retrieve relevant information from the ChemSpider service and paste the information back into the document.

That project “didn’t get much further than proof of concept,” Neylon says. He got more mileage from his second project. Neylon’s research group uses both an electronic lab notebook system, a blog-based system designed by Jeremy Frey’s team at the University of Southampton, called LabTrove, and a separate computer system for controlling laboratory instruments and processing data. “What I needed to do was to connect the two together to keep a proper record of what had happened in the data processing,” he says.

Neylon built a graphical user interface that lets users select specific raw data files from a small angle neutron scattering instrument, assemble the associated data files in one location, process them and upload the resulting data to the electronic lab notebook. He even built a job queue handler so tasks could be handled as a batch.

“What the software does is make it easy to get things into the notebook rather than having to do a manual upload,” Neylon says. More importantly, it provides a reliable record of how a processed data file was generated. “Being able to check whether things were done right later down the track has a great potential to save headaches.”

Neylon estimates he spent three to four weeks over six or seven months developing the software. Now, he has his eye on other lab inefficiencies. For instance, he would like to build a simple website that would help scientists calculate how to prepare buffers, and make sure that information gets stored in their electronic lab notebooks.

Indeed, Neylon says most of his programming has been “to glue together things that already exist.” His advice for other budding programmers: start small. Learn to script macros in your favorite software. “That’s a stepping stone to full-blown programming,” he says. And it does not have to be difficult, he adds: “Most of the problems people are trying to solve are relatively simple mechanization problems. So look for simple solutions rather than complicated ones.”
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Since 1997, Greg Wilson has been committed to teaching scientists how to use and build software through his Software Carpentry project.
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